77,225
Total pounds of garbage removed

June’s trash haul represents a -6% change from June 2022

18,916
Total cleaning tasks completed

- 5,543 Sweeping Tasks 29.3%
- 4,520 Hazardous Tasks 23.9%
- 6,171 Trash Bag & Pickup Tasks 32.6%
- 522 Landscaping Tasks 2.7%
- 1,053 Graffiti Tasks 5.6%
- 900 Bulk Removal 4.8%
- 207 Other 1.1%
Coverage

This map shows all areas SOMA's cleaning team covered during the month, even where no cleaning was needed.

Major Task Timelines

Sweeping

On average, Sweeping Tasks were completed in 44 minutes.
Sources

99%+ of cleaning tasks were created by SOMA West.

<1% of tasks were inbound from SF311.

Trash activity is excluded.

Task Trends

Task activity decreased 6% month-over-month from June
Employee of the Month

Rey Lopez

The Employee of the Month for July 2022 is Rey Lopez! Rey is no stranger to being Employee of the Month, but this month is extra special. To mix things up, we decided to hold it to a vote and let the ambassadors decide which of their colleagues was the MVP for June, and the obvious choice for them was Rey Lopez. Rey’s uncompromising work ethic, positive attitude, and willingness to help others - no matter the task - have made him a stellar teammate to all. Thank you, Rey! Your hard work has not gone unnoticed.

Monthly Tasks Map

Key

- Sweep
- Hazardous
- Graffiti
- Landscaping
- Bulk
- SF311 Outbound
- 911 Call
- Non-Emergency

Trash activity is excluded.
District Sweeping

Bulk Collection

Graffiti

Landscaping

Hazardous Waste
68
Total Outreach cases addressed

Monthly Encampment Map

Here, we’re highlighting encampment counts & trends throughout the district.

This map shows 2,543 total tent counts, an average of 82 per day.